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QUESTIONS - for Class Discussion, Written Responses & Individual Reflection
1. When you work creatively, do you feel like you work better under pressure, or with more time and space to

plan out, execute and/or allow for an organic (non-pressured) flow? *CONNECTING, Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize
and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.

2. Cooper states “Painting is a physical and emotional space to work through emotions, to be inspired, to feel
something.” Do you feel like your artistic process helps you work through problems, process your emotions
about something and/or feel deeply? If so, or not, why do you think that’s the case (for you)? *CONNECTING,
Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. Enduring Understanding: Through art-making,
people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions, knowledge, and experiences.

3. Do you believe art should be beautiful? Can art be about tough, real, harsh topics and still be aesthetically
pleasing? Can art (be art and) be ugly? Why? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
*RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 9: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work. (VA:Re9.1.IIa Determine the relevance of criteria used by others to
evaluate a work of art or collection of works.)

LESSON IDEAS - for Projects or Sketchbook Practice & Inquiry
1. Play around with visual repetition. Draw something (a specific subject, icon, detail, or a non-objective

process) that you love to draw/paint. Then repeat this (imagery, mark making, etc.) several times within the
same composition, experimenting with placement, overlap, transparency, etc. How does this repetition
(within your process, and aesthetic) inform, change or effect your work - conceptually and/or visually?
*CREATING, Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. (VA:Cr2.1.IIa Through experimentation, practice, and
persistence, demonstrate acquisition of skills and knowledge in a chosen art form.)

2. What’s a topic that you feel deeply passionate (worried, opinionated, concerned, or excited) about? How
could you bring this topic into your (existing) work, or make a new work about it? Try it. *CREATING, Anchor
Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. (VA:Cr3.1.IIIa Reflect on, reengage, revise, and refine works of art or design considering
relevant traditional and contemporary criteria as well as personal artistic vision.)

*National Coalition for Core Arts Standards. (2014). National Core Arts Standards: National Visual Arts Standards for Pre K - 12.
Retrieved from https://nationalartsstandards.org/
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